
 
 

Thank you for booking with VIP Weddings! 
 

Bride (Full Legal Name)  

Groom (Full Legal Name)  

Bride Date of Birth  Groom Date of Birth  

VIP Weddings Agent & Email  

Dates of Travel  

Resort Selected  

Room Category Confirmed  

Wedding Date Confirmation  Wedding Time  

Wedding Coordinator Contact  

Base Wedding Package  Base Package Price  

Approximate # of Guests   

Deposit for Air/Hotel  Deposit for Wedding  

Legal Documents Required  

  

  

Travel Insurance Type  

 
 
  I want an electronic Save the Date Flyer:  Yes  No 
 
  I want to set up a Wedding/Honeymoon Registry Yes  No 

 



 
 
 
Client Contract:  (Please initial and sign) 
 

 I understand any changes or updates to a VIP Wedding Booking may incur additional charges 
and fees as charged by airlines, cruise line, resorts, or additional services such as but not limited 
to photography, catering, flowers, private events, musicians and excursions.  Your VIP Wedding 
Specialist will match you with an onsite wedding coordinator at the resort you have selected.  
The final wedding details will go directly through the resort as outlined in their wedding 
contract. 

 

 I understand VIP Weddings can only modify bookings deposited and confirmed directly with VIP 
Weddings.  Any guests that decide to book on their own must make any changes on their own. 

 

 I understand I must contact VIP Weddings or 24-Hour Vendor Hotline immediately during travel 
if any component of the trip does not match the confirmed documentation.   

 

 I understand when booking air/hotel travel packages through VIP Weddings that the airlines 
may have schedule changes or additional fuel surcharges prior to your departure.  Your agent 
will keep you updated with any changes issued by the airline and or resort. 

 

 I understand I am paying the required deposit for air/hotel/wedding package as well as VIP 
Weddings $100 Wedding Booking fee which was included in quote.  

 
 
 
 

Signature of Bride         Date 
 
 

Signature of Groom         Date 
 
 

Signature of Agent/Witness        Date 
 
 


